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NonNon--locallocal boxesboxes

Alice Bob

x œ {0,1} y œ {0,1}

a œr {0,1} b œr {0,1}
x ⁄ y = a ∆ b



SimulatingSimulating NLBsNLBs

Local Local hiddenhidden variable variable theorytheory (LHV):(LHV):
75%.75%.

Quantum :Quantum :
coscos22((ππ/8) /8) ≈≈ 85%.85%.
KnownKnown (in (in otherother termsterms) as ) as thethe CHSH CHSH 
inequalityinequality..

WhyWhy notnot 100% ?100% ?
WouldWould notnot violateviolate causalitycausality……



Communication Communication complexitycomplexity

Alice Bob

x œ {0,1}n y œ {0,1}n

Classical communication

F(x,y)

Probabilistic communication complexity

λ



A A limitlimit on on nonnon--localitylocality

Most Most functionsfunctions : about n bits : about n bits ofof
communication.communication.
SimulatingSimulating NLBsNLBs withwith an an efficiencyefficiency ofof 91%: 91%: 
allall ((booleanboolean) ) functionsfunctions cancan bebe computedcomputed
withwith onlyonly oneone bit bit ofof communication!communication!

Wim van Dam Wim van Dam alreadyalready hadhad a a similarsimilar resultresult
withwith 100%.100%.

SuchSuch a a worldworld wouldwould bebe unbelievableunbelievable!!



Distributed computingDistributed computing

A bit x is said to be distributed between A bit x is said to be distributed between 
Alice and Bob if they have Alice and Bob if they have xxAA and and xxBB

respectively such that respectively such that xxAA ⊕⊕ xxBB = x.= x.
A function A function FF is computed is computed distributivelydistributively if if 
Alice can output Alice can output zzAA and  Bob and  Bob zzBB such that such that 
zzAA ⊕⊕ zzBB = = FF(x,y(x,y).).

WITHOUT COMMUNICATION.WITHOUT COMMUNICATION.



BiasBias

FF hashas a a biasbias: Alice and Bob : Alice and Bob cancan produceproduce a a 
distributeddistributed bit bit zz suchsuch thatthat zzAA ⊕⊕ zzBB = z = = z = 
FF(x,y) (x,y) withwith probabilityprobability P[z = P[z = FF(x,y)] > (x,y)] > ½½..
EveryEvery functionfunction hashas a a biasbias..
FF hashas a a boundedbounded biasbias: : ……

…… P[z = P[z = FF(x,y)] > (x,y)] > ½½ ++δδ..



IdeaIdea

WeWe have a have a distributeddistributed biasbias..
WeWe wantwant a a boundedbounded biasbias..
LetLet’’s s amplifyamplify the the biasbias..
RepetitionRepetition and and MajorityMajority..
ComputeCompute MajorityMajority distributivelydistributively (MAJ).(MAJ).
Use Use NLBsNLBs to to implementimplement MAJMAJ..
CalculateCalculate thethe effeciencyeffeciency ofof NLBsNLBs wewe needneed
to for to for thisthis to to workwork..



Majority treeMajority tree

MAJ

MAJ MAJ MAJMAJ MAJ MAJ MAJ MAJ MAJ

MAJ MAJ MAJ



MAJMAJ > 5/6> 5/6
If If MAJMAJ cancan bebe computedcomputed withwith probabilityprobability
striclystricly greathergreather thanthan 5/65/6,, thanthan everyevery
fonction fonction cancan bebe computedcomputed withwith a a boundedbounded
biasbias..
BelowBelow thatthat tresholdtreshold MAJMAJ makesmakes thingsthings
worstworst..
p = p = PrPr[[havinghaving thethe rightright answeranswer].].
q = q = PrPr[[MAJMAJ worksworks properlyproperly].].



NLBsNLBs and and MAJMAJ

We can implement the nonWe can implement the non--local majority local majority 
with with 22 NLBsNLBs..



I have I have leftleft out out thethe analysisanalysis ofof thethe convergence convergence 
ofof thethe protocolprotocol to a value to a value boundedbounded fromfrom 1/2.1/2.



ConclusionConclusion
If If wewe taketake thethe reasonablereasonable assumptionassumption thatthat
communication communication complexitycomplexity isis notnot trivial, trivial, wewe have have 
a a boundbound on on nonnon--localitylocality..

Take a look at the complexity zoo:Take a look at the complexity zoo:
http://http://qwiki.caltech.edu/wiki/Complexity_Zooqwiki.caltech.edu/wiki/Complexity_Zoo..

Protocol:Protocol:
Compute Compute distributivelydistributively FF many times with tiny bias.many times with tiny bias.
Use Use MAJMAJ tree to amplify the bias.tree to amplify the bias.

MAJMAJ uses 2 uses 2 NLBsNLBs..

Bob sends his one bit of the shared output.Bob sends his one bit of the shared output.
Need Need NLBsNLBs of 91%.of 91%.

Classical faultClassical fault--tolerant computing < 25%tolerant computing < 25%



What else in physics can What else in physics can 
computer science give us computer science give us 

insights into?insights into?
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